We’ve highlighted the top tours and activities in Juneau. However, we have just about EVERYTHING you’d like to do…..”Just Ask Keli!


www.kelisconcierge.com

JUNEAU’S TOP ACTIVITIES & TOURS

JUNEAU MUST DO ACTIVITIES

1. FLOATPLANE TAKU LODGE & SALMON FEAST
   Take a floatplane high above Juneau’s glaciers for a narrated ride to the Taku Lodge. Land on the mighty Taku River and disembark to the Taku Lodge, a 100 year old rustic cabin. Enjoy a fabulous salmon feast, explore the property, and relax with a beverage with a perfect view of the nearby glacier.

2. WHALE WATCHING
   Experience a thrilling cruise to meet the majestic humpback whales just in from Hawai’i. This educational and informative adventure is great fun for the entire family, offering spectacular sightseeing and photo opportunities. Other wildlife you may encounter include orca, sea lions, bald eagles and harbor seals. Departs multiple times daily.

3. HELICOPTER GLACIER & DOG MUSHING
   A once-in-a-lifetime experience! Board a helicopter for a spectacular flight seeing tour on your way to a nearby glacier. The two options are 1-landing on a glacier for a guided walking tour, or 2-land at a dog camp with over 100 dogs, meet your team, and go for an invigorating ride on an authentic sled.

4. ICE CAVE-CANOE ADVENTURE
   Head on out to Mendenhall Glacier for an unforgettable day. Get suited up, paddle across the lake in an authentic Tlingit canoe. Secure the boat and head on the ice of the glacier for a fun, educational, exciting adventure inside the crevices of a real glacier. All equipment is included.

5. TRACY ARM FJORD BOAT EXPEDITION
   Board a small boat, right from the main pier in town. Get up close and personal with glaciers, Icebergs and waterfalls. This is a whole day trip that truly shows you the beauty and sites of SE Alaska, including some incredible wildlife. A must do trip if you have the time.

6. BEAR VIEWING BY FLOATPLANE
   A truly wild breathtaking experience. Take a Floatplane directly to neighboring islands that are known for having the densest population of Brown Bears in the world. With your experienced guide venture to Pack Creek and Waterfall Creek and safely watch them in their natural habitat. Space is often limited so ask your concierge to check for possible space.
Let Kris & Keli assist you with all your needs.

WE CAN
- book all tours in Juneau
- reserve the best tables at restaurants
- reserve rental cars
- arrange airport transfers
- give directions
- provide local maps
- recommend authentic local shops
- book tours in Ketchikan, Skagway & Glacier Bay
- book seaplane flights in Southeast Alaska

UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCES

**AIR, WATER & ICE ADVENTURE**
NEW! Thrilling tour that takes glacier sightseeing to a whole new level. See glaciers from above, land on glaciers by helicopter & take an airboat to the face of the glacier!

**SALMON & HALIBUT FISHING**
Get out on the water for world class sport fishing! Let our captain take you to the BEST fishing spots to land salmon & halibut. Package & ship your catch home!

**THE FAMOUS MT. ROBERTS TRAMWAY**
Take a thrilling gondola ride up Mt. Roberts, over 2000 feet in less than 2 minutes! Enjoy breathtaking views of Gastineau Channel and surrounding islands. At the top explore fantastic trails with panoramic views, meet the resident bald eagle, learn about wildlife in the mountains & watch an award-winning documentary on the local Tlingit people. See the concierge for discounted tickets!

**HIKING & TREKKING**
Let us recommend our favorite professional guides that will lead you on educational and unforgettable hikes. Glacier hiking, Tongass Forest hiking, historical walking tours, and much more.

**WATER ADVENTURES**
Perfect for the inexperienced as well as the expert paddler. Get up close with local marine wildlife as you Kayak or Canoe in glacial lakes, around channel islands, through wetland areas and in deep fjords. Or enjoy an exciting float trip down the Mendenhall River.

**MENDENHALL GLACIER**
The most visited glacier in the world is a quick shuttle ride away! Search for black bears, witness salmon spawning, hike to the famous Nugget Falls and learn all there is to know about glaciers at the Visitor Center. See your concierge for shuttle times and tickets.

**JUNEAU TROLLEY TOUR**
Jump on a classic trolley for an informative combination tour. Your colorful driver will narrate and educate as you tour downtown Juneau, stop at the brand new State Museum & Archive building, go to the famous Macaulay Salmon Hatchery & take photos of downtown Juneau from Douglas Island.

**GOLD PANNING**
Venture back in time on this educational tour. Your informative guide will show you how gold was struck back in the late 1800’s, and you will learn how gold was extracted from the nearby mountains. In the scenic mountains above Juneau you will tour an abandoned mine, pan for gold yourself, and even take gold home with you.

**WALKING FOOD TOUR**
As featured in the New York Times, take a tasting tour of downtown Juneau’s best restaurants and bars. Juneau has more restaurants per capita than any city in the United States! Experience what all the fuss is about.

**ZIPLINING**
Soar through the air on an exhilarating ride through the forests of Juneau. Choose between a mountaintop Alpine course with panoramic views; or a lower altitude course through the Tongass National Forest. Fun for the whole family, rain or shine.